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Chaos-laden industrial programming over modern Electronica grooves with a result yeilding incredibly

high energy pieces full of distortion and the uncontrollable urge to mash the gas through the floorboard.

13 MP3 Songs in this album (66:19) ! Related styles: ELECTRONIC: Hardcore Techno, ELECTRONIC:

Industrial People who are interested in Astral Projection Prodigy cut.rate.box should consider this

download. Details: mangadrive is the result of the Techno-fiend known as "bee". This twisted experiment

has evolved into the darker dimensions of the dance floor setting that can still be experienced outside of a

night club. The aspect that music is a dynamic, evolving concept is constantly displayed in his

genre-bending tracks. Initially influenced by 90's Electronica artists such as Prodigy, Roni Size, and

Orbital, their music has been merged with the later influences of the Industrial underground scene. The

mixture has been a result of a very energetic form of Dark Techno that knows no boundaries and limits.

Elements of Trance, Drum and Bass, Glitch, Electro, EBM, Hi NRG, and even Heavy Metal are all

encompassed sparingly in his work. With several independently released titles such as 'habitul.forcefeed',

along with a very generous amount of free material made available to their fans, the mangadrive catalog

is rapidly expanding. Remix work has been submitted globally for such notables as Assemblage 23,

cut.rate.box, Life's Decay, Celldweller, Lucidstatic, Project Blue and Skullduggery. The list continues to

grow with future interest from the expanding underground scene based around dark electronic music.

Chaos-laden industrial programming over modern Electronica grooves with a result yielding incredibly

high energy pieces full of distortion and the uncontrollable urge to mash the gas through the floorboard

will be witnessed in 2008. "These.Blades.Will.Never.Rust" promises to stick to the abrasiveness Industrial

music is known for, but without being glued to any major formatted scenarios. The album is self-produced

and assembled by bee, but borrowing talent from Chris Cozort of iammynewt as well vocals submitted by

Viscera Drip.
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